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Abstract: Lenvatinib (LVN) is a potentially effective multiple-targeted receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor approved for treating 
hepatocellular carcinoma, metastatic renal cell carcinoma and thyroid cancer. Nonetheless, poor pharmacokinetic properties including 
poor water solubility and rapid metabolic, complex tumor microenvironment, and drug resistance have impeded its satisfactory 
therapeutic efficacy. This article comprehensively reviews the uses of nanotechnology in LVN to improve antitumor effects. With the 
characteristic of high modifiability and loading capacity of the nano-drug delivery system, an active targeting approach, controllable 
drug release, and biomimetic strategies have been devised to deliver LVN to target tumors in sequence, compensating for the lack of 
passive targeting. The existing applications and advances of LVN in improving therapeutic efficacy include improving longer-term 
efficiency, achieving higher efficiency, combination therapy, tracking and diagnosing application and reducing toxicity. Therefore, 
using multiple strategies combined with photothermal, photodynamic, and immunoregulatory therapies potentially overcomes multi- 
drug resistance, regulates unfavorable tumor microenvironment, and yields higher synergistic antitumor effects. In brief, the nano-LVN 
delivery system has brought light to the war against cancer while at the same time improving the antitumor effect. More intelligent and 
multifunctional nanoparticles should be investigated and further converted into clinical applications in the future. 
Keywords: lenvatinib, nano-drug delivery system, antitumor, side effects, diagnosis

Introduction
Cancer remains the most common disease and one of the leading causes of death due to a high incidence and late 
diagnosis. The commonly used treatment methods include surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, targeting therapy, and 
immunotherapy. With advances in targeted therapeutics, survival rates have significantly improved for numerous 
advanced-stage cancers, including hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), colorectal cancer and gastric cancer. Lenvatinib 
(LVN), as a multiple-targeted receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor,1–3 has been approved for several cancers by the 
American Food and Drug Administration, including HCC,4 thyroid cancer5 and metastatic renal cell carcinoma.6 In 
a Phase 2 randomized, open, multicenter trial,6 LVN was administered orally, alone or with everolimus, for treatment of 
progressive metastatic renal cell carcinoma as second-line treatment. The overall survival was not significantly different, 
LVN alone or combined with everolimus groups had a higher objective response rate and longer progression-free 
survival. Besides, LVN also showed clinical effect for refractory thyroid cancer. In a Phase 3 randomized, double- 
blind, multicenter trial, LVN treatment group demonstrated 18.3 months of median progression-free survival, while the 
placebo group only had 3.6 months of median progression-free survival for patients with radioiodine refractory thyroid 
cancer. LVN treatment group also had a higher objective response rate (64.8% versus 1.5%).5 In the RELECT study, LVN 
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was shown to be non-inferior to sorafenib with similar survival after treating advanced unresectable HCC patients, thus 
has been recommended as an optional first-line treatment for unresectable advanced HCC.4 The median survival for LVN 
treatment group was 13·6 months, which was similar to the sorafenib group with 12.3 months. As such, LVN alone has 
superior antitumor efficacy in clinical practice with greater potential for combination therapy. The combined LVN and 
immunopharmacology pembrolizumab treatment showed potential antitumor activity, causing significant survival bene-
fits compared to LVN alone among other cancers.7–10 However, the survival benefits from LVN remain minimal, and 
treatment-related side effects for these tumors are non-negligible. In this case, an optimal drug delivery strategy for LVN 
to achieve more excellent therapeutic effects is fundamental. The ideal drug delivery system should have the following 
features: long-time circulation in vivo, accurate active target in tumor tissue, enhanced synergistic interaction with other 
therapy means, reduced drug toxicity, etc. Growing studies on LVN drug delivery systems have recently emerged, 
demonstrating tremendous potential in antitumor role and reducing treat-related side effects. This review assesses and 
summarizes the current advance of the LVN drug delivery system with an emphasis on how to extend treatment time, 
improve treatment effect, boost therapeutic effect by combined treatment, and reduce drug toxicity of LVN via 
nanotechnology.

The Clinical Pharmacological Character of LVN and Antitumor Mechanism
Clinical Pharmacokinetic Parameter of LVN
LVN is approved for oral use in single doses ranging from 8mg to 24mg per day. The specific dosage was determined by 
the tumor types4–6 and patient weight.11 LVN is primarily metabolized in the liver through CYP3A4.12 LVN is rapidly 
absorbed after a single dose and the time to maximum concentration (tmax) typically varies from 1h to 4h in healthy 
volunteers or patients.13,14 However, the pharmacokinetic parameter of LVN is dose-dependent and linear. After once- 
daily doses, there is no drug accumulation and the relative bioavailability is 90%.15,16 Decyclopropylation, 
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demethylation, N-oxidation, and O-de-arylation are the major principal metabolites of LVN identified from human liver 
microsomes.12 LVN is primarily excreted via the biliary route in the feces.17 The pharmacokinetic profile of LVN is 
influenced by drug–drug interactions or disease–drug interactions. However, LVN is unaffected by pH-elevating agents, 
race and renal function.18 High-fat diet,19 aging,20 impaired liver function and hepatoprotective drugs21,22 could also 
influence steady-state blood concentrations of orally administered LVN, as shown in Figure 1.

Regardless of other elements determining the pharmacokinetics of LVN, the actual plasma concentration is the most 
valuable indicator for patients, and it cannot be replaced by other indirect indicators.18 However, the relative information 
is limited and inconsistent. Data from the patients with unresectable HCC revealed that the mean trough plasma 
concentration was approximately 30–40 ng/mL, regardless of the dose of LVN.4 Another study revealed that maintaining 
concentration above 42.68 ng/mL, identified by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, is important to achieve 
objective response rate in patients with HCC;23 however, the study only included 21 HCC patients. However, a study 
including thyroid cancer patients showed that high plasma levels of LVN appear to be unnecessary for achieving better 
objective response rate.24 Nevertheless, these individuals experienced increased anorexia and severe hypertension. There 
is more information available for adverse events reports. According to Nagahama’s study,25 the grades of adverse events, 
including hypertension, proteinuria, hand-foot syndrome and diarrhea, were not significant different among different 
trough plasma concentration. Thrombocytopenia is a common adverse sides of LVN, another study found that a decrease 
in platelet count was correlated with the maximum plasma concentration.26

The Antitumor Mechanism of LVN
Multiple-targeted antitumor mechanisms determine the antitumor efficacy of LVN. LVN is a multiple-targeted receptor 
tyrosine kinase inhibitor of vascular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFR) 1, 2, and 3,1,3 fibroblast growth factor 

Figure 1 Overview of LVN pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics in vivo and the time line of indication approval. The target of LVN contains FGFR1-4, VEGFR1-3, c-KIT 
and rearranged during transfection (RET).The indication of LVN contains for RCC, DTC and HCC. The combination of LVN plus pembrolizumab for RCC and EC as the 
first-line treatment regimen of adult patients. As the substrate of ATP-binding ABC transporters, P-glycoprotein and BCRP, the maximum concentration of LVN was floated 
between 1 h-4 h, terminal half-life was about 28 h, apparent oral clearance was ranged from 4.2 L/h to 7.1L/h and terminal volume of distribution from 50.5 L to 163.0 
L. Reprinted from Bo W, Chen Y. Lenvatinib resistance mechanism and potential ways to conquer. Front Pharmacol. 2023;14:1153991. Creative Commons.18
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receptors (FGFR) 1 through 4,27 platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) α, rearranged during transfection 
(RET) and stem cell factor receptor (c-KIT) as shown in Figure 1.2,4 It binds to these receptors, inhibits PLCγ, Ras-Raf- 
ERK, and PI3K-AKT signal pathways, and ultimately influences tumor growth. LVN also suppresses tumor angiogenesis, 
which causes tumor ischemia and tumor microenvironment hypoxia, resulting in tumor growth suppression and tumor 
cell death. LVN can block RET phosphorylation and limit the protooncogene c-KIT to reduce cell proliferation.28 

Furthermore, LVN can increase CD8+ T cell activity and reduce the number of myeloid-derived suppressor cells 
(MDSCs), thus also regulating the immune microenvironment.18,28–30 To obtain the most out of LVN, these antitumor 
mechanisms are adequately used and strengthened by combination therapy.

Resistance of LVN
Since the use of targeted medications in treating malignant tumors has become more common, the problem of drug 
resistance has increasingly emerged. Cancer treatment with molecularly targeted drugs seems to inevitably be accom-
panied by primary or acquisition of resistance to the treatment drugs. However, primary drug resistance is gradually 
declining with the advancement of targeted drugs toward precision medicine based on gene detection. In the REFLECT 
study, only 15% of patients developed primary drug resistance to LVN, which was much lower than sorafenib of 
27%.31,32 A preexisting stable genetic/genetic drug-resistant alteration before therapy attributes to the primary drug 
resistance.33 Nevertheless, an estimated 85% of patients in the REFLECT study can benefit from LVN, ultimately 
developing acquired drug resistance 8.9 months after LVN administration.4 Pharmacokinetic parameters changes and 
molecular targets changes during drug treatment maybe are the main mechanisms of acquired drug resistance, which 
influence drug efficacy.34 The remodeling of the tumor microenvironment (TME), mutation acquisition, activation of 
adaptive drug resistance pathways, and stimulation of transporter protein expression are main factors responsible for 
acquired resistance.34 New therapeutic methods are urgently needed to optimize the pharmacokinetics of LVN, overcome 
suppressive tumor microenvironments, and switch associated signaling pathways.

LVN-Related Side Effects
LVN often causes early and severe treatment-related side effects. Table 1 shows common treatment-related side effects for 
LVN in II/III trials. In the REFLECT study, total treatment-related side effects were as high as 94%, Grade 3 side effects 
related to treatment were up to 75%, and the fatal side effects occurred in 2%, including three patients with liver failure, 
three patients with cerebral hemorrhage and two patients with respiratory failure. The most common treatment related 
adverse events were hypertension (42%), diarrhea (39%), anorexia (34%) and weight loss (31%) in sequence.4 A study on 
renal cell carcinoma patients revealed a high total treatment-related side effects of 94%, and serious adverse events (grades 
3 and 4) occurred in 79% of patients with LVN. Proteinuria occurred in 19% and was the most common serious adverse 
event. Two deaths occurred, including one cerebral hemorrhage and one myocardial infarction.6 Fatigue, appetite loss, 
hand-foot skin reaction, and diarrhea occurred about one month after LVN administration, whereas hypertension can occur 
as early as the 4th day.4 Side effects, particularly severe side effects, often result in adverse outcomes, including drug 
withdrawal, worse health-related quality of life, and short overall survival. In the REFLECT study, side effects causing LVN 
interruption in 190 (39.9%) patients, dose reduction in 176 (37.0%) patients, and drug withdrawal occurred in 42 (8.8%) 
patients. The most prevalent adverse events in the study causing dose reductions mainly included hypertension, proteinuria, 
diarrhea, and fatigue.35 Therefore, strategies for reducing LVN-associated adverse events should be discussed for continued 
treatment and improvement of survival among patients receiving LVN therapy.

Therefore, the mechanisms of optimizing LVN pharmacokinetics, overcoming drug resistance, reducing the toxic side 
effects, and improving antitumor effects are challenges clinicians have to contend with. Nanotechnology is booming, and 
it has the potential to solve the above problems by actively targeting tumor cells, promoting LVN sensitization, 
controlling harmful tumor microenvironments, overcoming drug resistance, and reducing toxicity.18 Nano-drug delivery 
systems (NDDS) have the physicochemical properties of small dimensions, large surface area, and flexible structure, 
which could make them have the potential as drug carriers.43

Because of their unique features, NDDS can increase drug stability, optimize body distribution, prolong circulation time, as 
well as improve drug targeting to increase efficacy and reduce possible side effects from the free drugs.43,57–62 Similar to free 
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drugs, the NDDS must also pass through numerous physiological and biological barriers to reach its functional destination. 
Nevertheless, these NDDS typically possess fundamental features including (1) ability to remain stable in the circulation system 
until they reach their targets or TME; (2) capacity to escape the reticuloendothelial system (RES) clearance,63 and mononuclear 
phagocyte system (MPS); (3) efficient accumulation in TME via tumor vasculature; (4) high-pressure penetration into the tumor 
fluid; (5) reaching the target and only interacting with tumor cells; (6) synergistic effect with combined therapy.64–69

Generations of LVN Based NDDS
NDDS are widely manufactured materials with nanoscale sizes ranging from 1 to 200 nm in at least one dimension,33,70,71 

providing innovative therapeutic solutions in medicine, particularly for cancer therapy. NDDS comprises the surface layer, 
shell layer, and core, which is primarily the main section of the system with the drugs. NDDS has a small diameter and 
large surface area, which helps improve drug pharmacokinetics and biodistribution.

Its small size enables the NDDS to bypass the biological barriers, hence allowing deep tissue penetration and drug 
accumulation in multiple organs. Additionally, NDDS has various benefits including tunable thermal, magnetic, targeted, 
optical, and electrical properties based on different nanomaterials.59–62,65,67–69,72,73 NDDS can also be utilized as a vehicle to 
co-load multiple drugs, contributing to combination drug therapy to overcome drug resistance and improve treatment 
effectiveness. Overall, NDDS can improve drug bioavailability, extend drug efficacy, strengthen targeting capacity, and 
reduce side effects. It is consistently being used clinically with enormous potential for therapeutic benefit. The common NDDS 
included polymer NDDS, lipid NDDS, silicon NDDS, metal nanoparticles, and biomimetic targeted NDDS.74–76 Recent 
multifunctional NDDS with numerous functional materials, synergetic drugs, and therapeutic schedules have gained increas-
ing attention because they may provide active devices with better biocompatibility, higher anti-tumor efficiency, and a more 
widely applications. The NDDS not only significantly improves anticancer properties but also promotes noninvasive tumor 
diagnosis and monitoring in vivo.77 Several generations of LVN-based NDDS have emerged based on their development and 
function as exhibited in Figure 2.

Table 1 Treatment-Related Adverse Events Reported in the II/III RCTs

HCC4  
(8mg or 12mg/day)

Radioiodine Refractory  
Thyroid Cancer5 (24mg/day)

Renal Carcinoma6  
(24mg/day)

Diarrhea 39% 59.4% 72%

Hypertension 42% 67.8% 48%

Decreased appetite 34% 50.2% NA
Decreased weight 31% 46.4% 48%

Fatigue 30% 59% 50%

Alopecia 3% 11.1% NA
Proteinuria 25% 31% NA

Dysphonia 24% 24.1% 37%
Nausea 20% 41% 62%

Abdominal pain 17% 13.0% 31%

Hypothyroidism 16% NA 37%
Vomiting 16% 28.4% 39%

Constipation 16% 14.6% NA

Rash 10% 16.1% 17%
Stomatitis NA 35.6% 25%

Headache NA 27.6% 25%

Arthralgia NA 18.0% 25%
Dysgeusia NA 16.9% 12%

Myalgia NA 14.6% 14%

Dry mouth NA 13.8% 12%
Peripheral edema NA 11.1% 15%

Palmar-plantar erythrodysaesthesia 27% 31.8% 15%
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Passive Target Strategy for LVN
LVN targets specific molecules highly expressed by tumor cells; however, targeted drugs are not usually delivered 
exclusively into the tumor tissues and are indiscriminately distributed to both tumor and normal tissues with similar 
molecules target. There is a need to improve NDDS deposition in tumor tissue to increase treatment efficacy and reduce 
side effects. Nanoparticle transport into tumor tissue include passive transport and active transport. Passive targeting 
majorly involved in the enhanced penetration and retention (EPR) effect.78 Their nanosized property enables accumula-
tion in tumor sites.79

Unlike normal tissues, the blood vessels endothelium of tumor tissues is more permeable due to their large pores 
ranging from 200 to 2000 nm.80 This ensures a wider range of small particles entering the tumor tissues only by passive 
transport, whereas smaller molecule drugs are washed out.77,79,81,82 The misfunction of lymphatic drainage in tumors 
further enables NDDS to remain inside the tumor longer. Nevertheless, the EPR effect of NDDS can been influenced by 
several other factors and passive targeting has extremely low efficiency (less than 5%).81,83,84 For instance, studies have 
shown that advanced large tumors show a weak EPR effect because large tumor can obstruct blood flow and 
vasculature.81,85,86 In this regard, improving the targeting capacity could bring more gains to the research of NDDS 
based on LVN.

Active Target Strategy for LVN
To further improve the targeting capacity of NDDS in tumor cells, there is a need for active targeting nanotechnology, ie, 
adding targeting ligands to the surface of the LVN-nanocarriers to ensure the NDDS selectively bind to specific receptors 
on tumor tissues.79,87 After ligand recognition with a binding site on the tumor tissues, ligand–target interaction causes 
in-fold of the tumor cell membrane and internalization of NDDS by receptor-mediated endocytosis.79,88 The common 
overexpressed specific receptors in HCC with LVN treatment include epidermal growth factor receptor,89 transferrin 

Figure 2 Generations of LVN-based nano-drug delivery system.The four stages was passive, active, triggered and biomimetic target.
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(40% overexpression rate), lectins, glypican-3 (GPC3),90 folate receptor (approximately 40%)91 and epithelial cell 
adhesion molecule (EpCAM).92–94 Active targeting is a therapeutic strategy that effectively controls biodistribution 
and maximizes the accumulation of agents at the tumor cells with minimum toxicity, causing improved efficiency and 
patient compliance.71,95 In addition to active targeting to cell or cellular organelle, the transcytosable strategy is aimed at 
targeting to transcytosis for crossing vasculature.96 One of the indication of LVN was HCC, which is highly related to 
vasculature and angiogenesis. Until now, the strategy was missing in modifying LVN to target to blood vessel. Herein, 
we believe the transcytosable nanomedicine for LVN would be a very innovative discovery in the near future.

Controllable Drug Release Method for LVN
The above two-generation NDDS majorly adopt diffusion and/or hydrolysis-controlled released systems to release 
encapsulated LVN outside the target tissue, hence leaving side effects and limiting the efficiency of NDDS.97 Thus, 
a large dose of LVN could be released into healthy tissues in the absence of a second release control system. Triggered 
nanocarrier systems have been engineered as the second release control system to release LVN by physiological or 
pathological status or external stimulus. The stimulus includes internal and external triggers. The internal triggers 
primarily exist in the tumor microenvironment, including specific enzymes, temperature, acid environment, etc.98–100 

For example, the tumor microenvironment always accompanied by high metabolic can generate higher local temperatures 
(3°C higher) and lower PH, promoting thermos-responsive and pH-responsive NDDS to release LVN into the tumor 
tissue.74,101 Nonetheless, most of the internal triggers are hardly unique to diseased tissues and thus have low efficiency. 
External triggers including ultrasound, magnetic fields, electromagnetic radiation and hyperthermia therapy,102,103 

photothermal therapy (PTT), and photodynamic therapy are usually added to stimulate specific responses and provide 
additional physico-therapeutics and biochemical therapy (PDT).88

Biomimetic Tactics for LVN
Another hurdle that must be resolved is that most NDDS have high immunogenicity and can be easily recognized and 
cleared by the immune system. Biomimetic drug delivery systems, modified by natural or engineered biological cell 
membrane materials including normal cell membranes or cancer cell membranes, have lower immunogenicity, increased 
biological active targeting capacity, and better biocompatibility.75,104,105 Cancer cell membrane-camouflaged NDDS with 
LVN can escape from immunological surveillance and accurately target homoplastic tumor tissues due to membrane 
proteins expressed by cancer cells.105–107

Until now, the NDDS of LVN has not been registered in the clinical trials. In fact, there are not many clinical 
applications of nanomedicines. The adriamycin liposomes, daunorubicin B liposomes, paclitaxel albumin nanoparticles 
are seemed as the representative nanomedicines for antitumor therapy. The limitation for NDDS of LVN could be drawn 
as these reasons: i) Common problems faced by NDDS are the controllability of scale-up of nanomedicine production 
and the complexity of the interaction between nanomedicine and complex in vivo environment. ii) Particularity of NDDS 
of LVN. The adverse effects of LVN in clinic are within acceptable and controllable limits when compared with 
paclitaxel and adriamycin. The anaphylactic shock caused by paclitaxel and cardiotoxicity caused by doxorubicin 
could interrupt treatment. The adverse effects caused by LVN are much fewer and milder. Further, the therapeutic 
activity of LVN is remarkable. After the emergence of LVN resistance, the impact could be made up by replacing second- 
line treatment drugs. Therefore, the urgency for NDDS of LVN research is not as significant as that of first-line 
chemotherapy drugs.

Application of NDDS in LVN
The disadvantages of free LVN include rapid elimination rates, limited efficiency, drug resistance, and systemic toxicity. 
NDDS is rapidly applied to LVN to increase antitumor effects and reduce drug toxicity. The related research efforts for 
NDDS focus on (1) long-efficiency for overcoming drug elimination; (2) high-efficiency for treatment requirement; (3) 
synergy-efficiency with other methods for treatment sensibilization and overcoming resistance; (4) tumor tracking and 
diagnosis; (5) low-toxicity to ensure security as displayed in Figure 3 and Table 2.
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According to Table 2, we realized that HCC was the most studied disease model. The therapeutic aims not only 
focusing on traditional active or passive target to treat, but also on tracking the specific location of LVN. For lung cancer, 
early diagnosis was a very crucial link in clinical treatment. The LVN-NDDS was as the targeted nanoparticle contrast 
agent combined with contrast-enhanced computerized tomography to diagnose early-stage NSCLC. For thyroid cancer, 
breast cancer and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, the goal for design LNV-NDDS was for target therapy. Next, we 
would discuss the specific application of LNV-NDDS in different design aims. The methods of NDDS promote the 
efficacy of LVN are illustrated in Figure 4.

Improving Longer-Term Efficiency of LVN
The capacity of gradual release and stability of LVN should be strengthened for a longer-term anticancer effect. The 
aqueous solubility of LVN is poor (0.7 μg/mL at 37 ± 0.1 °C), and with low oral bioavailability (about 36%). Thus, a large 
dosage of LVN is necessary to ensure an effective therapeutic effect, consequently amplifying the extent of drug 
toxicity.37,110,111 Nanotechnology is a first-rate novel technique to address this limitation. According to Zhang,37 a self- 
assembled phospholipid and sodium glycocholate oral mixed micelles nano-sized delivery systems sharply improve LVN 
solubility, slow-releasing ability, bioavailability, and anticancer activity. As integral components of cell membrane, 
phospholipids possess good biocompatibility and biosafety; sodium glycocholate is used to improve the stability and 
permeability of the NDDS. With a concentration of 0.35 mg/mL, the micelles significantly increased LVN solubility by 500 
times compared to free LVN. This nano-system could also preserve visual stability for at least 1 month at 4°C and the 
release rate of LVN from mixed micelles is only about 10% of free LVN within 2 hours in vitro. The serum proteins were 
barely attached to the surface of micelles, indicating good blood compatibility; besides, the hemolytic rate was below 0.5% 

Figure 3 LVN-NDDS achieved the goals of long-term antitumor effects, higher antitumor effects and diagnosis function. (A) In vitro release curve of LVN at pH=7.4 and at 
pH=5.3 showed that LVN-NDDS had the characteristic of slow-release; (B) Inhibitory effects of LVN-NDDS on HUH-7 cells and Hep3B cells were stronger that free LVN; 
(C) MRI test results following coculturing of GPC3/EpCAM-LVN-MLs and HUH-7 cells for 2 and 5 days showed more obvious MRI signals than free LVN. Reprinted from 
Huang ZL, Li F, Zhang JT, et al. Research on the Construction of Bispecific-Targeted Sustained-Release Drug-Delivery Microspheres and Their Function in Treatment of 
Hepatocellular Carcinoma. ACS Omega. 2022;7(25):22003-22014. Copyright © 2022 The Authors. Published by American Chemical Society.108 (D) The primary tumor 
growth and the contralateral subcutaneous tumor growth experiment of Bal b/c mice. The results of the tumorigenesis experiment showed that the tumor growth was 
slower in the groups treated with LVN-NDDS combined with radiotherapy. Reprinted from Liu J, Chen J, Liu H et al. Bi/Se-Based Nanotherapeutics Sensitize CT Image- 
Guided Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy through Reprogramming the Microenvironment of Hepatocellular Carcinoma. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces. 2021;13(36):42473–42485. 
Copyright © 2021 American Chemical Society.46
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Table 2 The Characteristics of LVN-NDDS

Tumor NDDS Material Targeting Entrapment  
Efficiency (EE%)

Drug Loading  
(DL%)

Drug Release (%) Main Strategy Ref

TC Lanthanide NA NA 85.70% 34% (24h) PTT [36]

TC Phospholipid and sodium glycocholate NA 87.60% NA NA Slowly Release [37]

ICC mSiO2 FA NA 90.10% 74.27%(96h) Traditional Chinese Medicine [38]

ICC MnO2 FA NA NA 80%(96h) Active Targeting [39]

HCC EGCG NA NA 32.30% 34.6% (24h) Chemotherapy plus Immunotherapy [40]

HCC DSPE-PEG Vimentin and EpCAM 92.66%±0.73% 9.35%±1.16% 30% (24h) Double active targeting [41]

HCC PLGA ASGPR 21.10% 2.00% 45.20% Active Targeting [42]

HCC PAE-PEG-NH2 Cancer Cell Membrane 74.90% 39.90% 67.1%(96h) Active Targeting [43]

HCC PLC NA NA NA 14.85%(2 week) Slowly release [44]

HCC PCN Macrophage 65.20% 1.30% 40.1% (14day) Immunotherapy [45]

HCC Se Acid Microenvironment NA 10% NA SBRT+Tracking [46]

HCC mPEG-P(LP-co-LC) Glutathione NA 48% 91.6%(24h) Controllable Release [47]

HCC Pluronic F127 Acid Microenvironment NA 11.8% and 10.2% 33.2%(48h) PDT [48]

HCC PLGA NA 25% NA NA PTT [49]

HCC DSPE-PEG GPC3, EpCAMs 91.08±1.83% 8.22%±1.24% 30%(24h) Tracking [40]

HCC Mesoporous Fe3O4 TME-pH (BSA) 40.90% 11% 60% (72h) Tracking plus Immunotherapy [50]

HCC Hydrogel NA NA NA NA Slowly Release [41]

TNBR Synthetic high-density lipoprotein SR-B1 Receptor NA NA NA Immunotherapy [51]

TNBR DSPE-PEG and cholesterol Hypoxic Microenvironment 45.11%±1.09% 1.37%±0.09% <20% (72h) PTT+PDT+Tracking [52]

BR Ferritins NA 20.70% NA NA Active Targeting [53]

BR C8 Glutathione NA NA NA PDT [54]

LC Carbon-11 NA NA NA Diagnosis [55]

LC DSPE and cholesterol NA NA NA NA Diagnosis [56]

Abbreviations: TC, Thyroid cancer; ICC, Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; TNBR, Triple-negative breast cancer; BR, breast cancer; LC, Lung cancer; NA, not applicable; EpCAM, epithelial cell adhesion 
molecule; GPC3, glypican-3; TME, tumor microenvironment; FA, folate receptor; ASGPR, asialoglycoprotein receptor; PTT, photothermal therapy; PDT, biochemical therapy; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy; PLGA, poly lactic- 
co-glycolic acid.
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when the micelles concentration was ≤1 mg/mL. Compared to free LVN, the relative bioavailability of LVN-micelles had 
been significantly improved by 76.7%. Yoshida44 developed a LVN-incorporating sheet as a controlled release drug delivery 
system (nanofiber sheets) using poly(ε-caprolactone), a releasing slowly polymer with a constant rate over more than 1 year 
and approved by the Food and Drug Administration for various biomaterial applications.112 In this study, the nanofiber sheet 
was designed to continuously slowly release LVN for more than 8 weeks. The release rate was 14.85 ± 0.86% for 2 weeks, 
19.15 ± 0.73% for 4 weeks, and 28.02 ± 2.15% for 8 weeks, respectively. In a subcutaneous tumor model, nanofiber sheets 
had a sustained-release effect with serum level peaked at 24h and a gradual downward trend until day 14; the free LVN 
group had the serum level peaked at 3h but disappeared at 24 h. The nanofiber sheets contained less LVN (32.5% of the free 
LVN group), but the nanofiber sheets showed better tumor inhibition capacity, better 30-day survival in the HCC xenograft 
model, and lower toxic and side effects.

Achieving Higher Efficiency of LVN
For higher efficiency of LVN, an active targeting strategy is applied for selective delivery of more LVN to the tumor 
tissue to exert strong pharmacological activity. FR, a transmembrane protein, is usually overexpressed on the surface of 
HCC cells113 and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) cells.114 Ning39 developed a targeting nano-delivery system 
using hollow manganese dioxide materials modified by folate to actively target 9810 ICC cells. The NDDS could be 
easily taken in by tumor cells and sustain LVN release. After 48h administration, the NDDS caused cell viability 
decreasing at least 60% which is significantly 1.5 times higher than the free LVN administration (40%). Herein, folate 

Figure 4 The methods of NDDS promote the efficacy of LVN. The specific ways contains (A) Prolong release and increase solubility of LVN; (B) Precised target to tumor with 
LVN; (C) Combination chemotherapy therapy and LVN; (D) Combination of traditional Chinese medicine therapy and LVN; (E) Combination radiotherapy and LVN; (F) 
Combination of PTT and LVN; (G) Combination of PDT and LVN; (H) Combination chemodynamic therapy (CDT) and LVN; (I) Combination of immunotherapy and LVN.
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modification could improve the intracellular delivery of LVN and the efficacy of the anticancer properties of LVN. 
Additional studies have shown that the NDDS system could significantly improve the pro-apoptosis effect of LVN by 
repressing Raf1-MEK1/2-ERK1/2 signaling path.

TME has peculiar features from normal tissue and is key for tumor cell growing. It can also promote immunosup-
pression and drug resistance, thus promoting tumor metastasis.115–120 The corresponding TME influences the effect of 
NDDS; however, nanotechnology has been developed to overcome the adverse factor from the TME and has been 
explored for reprogramming the tumor microenvironment.100,121 The TME mainly includes three parts, ie, cellular 
components (all the non-cancerous host cells in the tumor, including fibroblasts,122 endothelial cells,123 and infiltrating 
immune cells), non-cellular components and non-cellular components of the TME (for example, an acidic environment, 
hypoxic conditions, and extracellular matrix).100,121

Notably, TME remains an obstacle to achieving high efficiency for LVN; nonetheless, the unique environment can 
also be exploited to improve the targeting of the NDDS. An important feature in the tumor intracellular conditions is 
a high glutathione (GSH) concentration, ie, 50–1000 times higher than that in extracellular microenvironments.124 GSH 
concentration differences have been used to construct targeted drug delivery and release nanoparticles.125–127 Ding47 

developed a nanogel system loading LVN in the hydrophobic core (NG/LVN); the study results showed that the 
cumulative released amount of LVN from nanogel was 91.6% in the mimic enriched GSH microenvironments, but 
only 65.4% when no GSH was present. This NG/LVN system was developed as a GSH-responsive drug release system 
and its antitumor effect was observed in HCC tumor-allografted mice. After treatment, the smallest tumor weight in the 
NG/LVN group was 0.15 g, which was barely half of the tumor weight of 0.34g in the free LVN group. The excellent 
anti-tumor ability of NG/LVN was attributed to inducing large area tumor necrosis in the tumor tissue.

However, targeting roles of single surface molecules on NDDS have imprecise selectivity, poor binding power, and 
insufficient blood circulation time. A combination of multiple molecules or TME-responsive characteristics is key to further 
optimizing these functions. Ferritins can be artificially expressed under iron-free conditions, leaving enough space that can be 
loaded with different drug, and can be selected as an ideal drug delivery system with biocompatible and homogeneous 
characteristics.128,129 Additionally, ferritins can selectively target cancer tissues through binding receptors commonly 
expressed in cancer cells.130 Skubalova53 constructed an NDDS using ferritins and surface-functionalized with folic acid. 
These double-targeted NDDS were encapsulated with LVN and vandetanib to exert significantly higher anticancer activity.

Cell membrane camouflage technology has been widely employed to manufacture nanodrugs with improved targeting 
because it allows immune escape and improves blood circulation time. Wu created an NP system with a core of LVN 
wrapped in a pH-sensitive polymer, and a shell made of a cancer cell membrane derived from SMMC 7721 cells.43 

Inherent homologous adhesion properties (EpCAM, N-cadherin, galectin-3, and CD-147) on the cancer cell membrane 
could determine an adhesive connection between NDDS and tumor tissue and promote NDDS aggregation around 
tumors. This NDDS is a pH-responsive copolymer which can self-assemble into nanoparticles in a neutral environment 
and can cause the decomposition of NDDS in the TME acidic environment. With an excellent enrichment in tumor and 
a high release rate of 67.1% after 96 hours, this system effectively caused LVN enrichment in tumor tissues and markedly 
inhibited tumor growth even on the 21st day. The NDDS caused approximately 81% cell death in vitro, which was two 
times higher than the free LVN (34%). Additionally, the NDDS system induced a 63.18% apoptosis rate, which was 
almost two times higher than free LVN (33.27%).

Although the data of LVN-NDDS in experiment were positive, the feasibility in clinical applications still faced with 
some obstacles. i) Liposome and nanoparticle are the only formulations of NDDS in clinic. Herein, the optional materials 
for NDDS are restricted. If the LVN-NDDS needs to be marketed in the future, it needs to be selected among 
nanomaterials that have been evaluated for marketing safety. ii) The parameters of entrapment efficiency, drug loading 
and drug release rate of LVN-NDDS are faced with challenges as exhibited in Table 2. The lowest entrapment efficiency, 
drug loading rate were 21% and 2%, respectively. The lower entrapment efficiency and drug loading rate means the lower 
LVN in NDDS, which would greatly limit the need for drug dosage in clinical use. iii) The third difficulty for LVN- 
NDDS would be concluded by the rate of drug release. As in Table 2, some LVN-NDDS could not be fully released. The 
drug release could not reach half of the drug.

Herein, a more suitable formulation process upgrading is necessary.
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Combined Strategy of LVN
Since the use and efficacy of NDDS with single drug are extremely limited, combining them with other emerging 
therapies is hopeful and becoming a hot topic. Numerous efforts have been made to combine therapy, providing 
promising synergistic therapeutic benefits and tolerable safety. Notably, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, radiotherapy, 
and PDT are the most common combination therapies.

Combination Chemotherapy Therapy and LVN
Adriamycin is an anthracycline antibiotic that has been used for treating several cancer types,131 including HCC. Besides, 
adriamycin can induce tumor cells immunogenic cell death109 and subsequently trigger additional cellular immune 
responses.132 Zhang40 co-assembled a metallo-nanodrug (Fe-LVN/Adr@EGCG) of LVN, adriamycin, Fe3+ ion, and 
a natural polymer. The fluorescence results revealed that nanodrugs strongly accumulated in the liver tumor tissues 
compared to free LVN. The acid TME (pH 6.5) can act as a stimulus to trigger NDDS and regulate drug releasing into 
tumors, which was 1.8 folds higher than that in pH 7.4. The nanodrugs exhibited excellent antitumor effect and 
substantially slowed tumor growth, with 3/6 tumor complete remission on the 42nd day in mice. The survival rate 
on day 42 was 66.6%, which was fourfold higher than free adriamycin (16.6%) and twofold higher than LVN (33.3%) 
treated groups. The findings revealed that cell viability of nanodrugs treated patient-derived organoids sharply decreased 
to 35.5%, which was at least two folds lower than that of free LVN (100.3%) or adriamycin (105.7%) treated patient- 
derived organoids from the same patient. These metallo-nanodrugs also displayed their multifunction role, including 
efficient drug accumulation, slow-release, promotion of tumor vascular normalization, and immunological enhancement.

Combination of Traditional Chinese Medicine Therapy and LVN
Many previous studies have showed that combinations of Chinese medicine and chemotherapeutic agents increase 
efficiency and decrease toxicity.133–135 Bufalin, deriving from the traditional Chinese medicine Chansu, exerts antitumor 
capacity by decreasing cancer cell proliferation and inducing cell apoptosis, necroptosis, autophagy, and senescence.136–138 

Studies indicate that the combination of bufalin and sorafenib yields a synergistic antitumor effect.139 Ning38 designed a co- 
delivery nano-system with LVN and bufalin. Monodisperse mesoporous silica nanoparticle was synthesized and sequen-
tially modified by folic acid. This system improves the targeting property, internalization rate, and slow-release capacity. 
Consequently, this system treatment not only significantly suppressed the 9810 cells’ viability, migration, and invasion, but 
also more remarkably inhibited tumor growth, unlike single LVN or bufalin in orthotopic xenograft nude mice model of 
ICC. Moreover, the NDDS provides a useful method to highly target tumor cell and reversal multidrug-resistance for ICC.

Combination Radiotherapy and LVN
Radiotherapy is an important treatment option for many cancers and many innovative radiotherapy techniques have 
recently been applied to liver cancer.140,141 Stereotactic body radiotherapy is a modern radiotherapeutic modality that 
precisely targets tumors and delivers high radiation doses; it has been shown to exert equivalent effects on surgery in 
early-stage HCC.142 However, the tumor microenvironment with hypoxia and immune suppression, and inaccurate 
imaging guidance inhibit radiation-induced anticancer efficacy.143 Liu46 developed a novel and compound NDDS to 
reverse hypoxia and alter the immune suppressive microenvironment, allowing image-guided HCC radiotherapy to be 
realized. LVN was loaded to this NDDS system to promote tumor vascular remodeling, ameliorating hypoxic state and 
improving immune cell recruitment and aggregation, including tumor infiltrating CD8+ T lymphocyte, natural killer 
(NK) cell, and CD4+ T lymphocyte. Bi quantum dots were loaded to serve as a computerized tomography (CT) contrast 
agent for achieving the image-guided radiotherapy. Se was used to protect Bi from oxidation. The Bi/Se-LVN NDDS 
system combined with radiotherapy showed the most excellent radiosensitization capacity in vitro with a sensitization 
enhancement ratio ranging from 2.36 to 3.12, which was nearly two times the Bi/Se NDDS group (1.21–1.83) and free 
LVN group (1.45–1.47). Taken together, NDDS combined with radiotherapy showed strong antitumor capacity by 
promoting cell apoptosis through the Compton and photoelectric effects. Bi/Se-LVN NDDS could improve CT imaging 
in vivo and further get a more accurate alignment of the radiotherapy target area with the most excellent antitumor effect. 
The combination of LVN with technical elements related to radiotherapy not only could enhance the effect of LVN but 
also supply the new way for radiotherapy with chemical drug in clinic. The radiotherapy could reach inside the tumor 
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cells and destroy them. At this time, small molecule targeting drugs directly into the tumor cells, giving the tumor cells 
a second blow, can curb tumor recurrence and metastasis. This strategy could be an entirely new way to deliver small 
molecule targeted drugs in the future.

Combination of PTT and LVN
Hyperthermia treatment is a fast-expanding antitumor method that is making advances in cancer therapy.144 When 
temperatures reaches 41°C, hyperthermia can cause vessel dilation and increase blood perfusion,145 resulting in a heat 
shock response in tumor cells and subsequently immune activation.146 Irreversible cell damage and acute coagulative 
necrosis occur at temperatures of 46°C.147 Conventional hyperthermia treatment increases the tumor temperature in an 
outside-in method, therefore causing dissipation of most thermal energy and bringing extra injury to surrounding healthy 
tissues. PTT uses NDDS embedded within tumors as exogenous energy absorbers to convert light energy into heat 
energy, causing irreversible tumor cellular injury and subsequent tumor regression. This treatment strategy could increase 
the temperature in an inside-out way; the tumor tissue will heat up from its internal parenchyma, leaving the surrounding 
normal tissues mostly uninjured.148 This functional NDDS show a potential treatment strategy for numerous cancers.149– 

151 Various nano-materials including polydopamine (PDA), poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA), gold nano-material, and 
superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles have been used as PTT agents for antitumor treatment. On account of the 
limited tissue penetration capacity of light, PTT is more appropriate for superficial tumors than deep tissue tumors, eg 
thyroid and breast cancers.152 PTT has strong absorption in near-infrared (NIR) regions, excellent photothermal 
conversion efficiency, fantastic biocompatibility and biodegradability. As a non-invasive antitumor method, PTT is 
showing more promising antitumor effect than conventional cancer therapy, especially when PTT combines with LVN.

Giammona48 designed a NIR-activated NDDS system using gold nanorod nanocomposites coated with LVN. This 
system, decorated with galactose residues, is designed to promote the internalization of nano-systems in tumors by 
targeting the asialoglycoprotein receptor, which is abundantly expressed by hepatocytes. The LVN release induced by the 
NIR irradiation was about as 2.5 times as the non-irradiated nano-systems. After laser treatment, empty NDDS and LVN- 
NDDS did not, however, reveal any significant cytotoxic difference on tumor cell lines, suggesting that cell death was 
caused predominantly by the PTT effect, rather than LVN. Some studies have proved that PTT has a synergistic 
enhancement antitumor effect with LVN. Zhou36 fabricated multifunctional lanthanide-doped upconversion nanoparticles 
(called UCNP@PDA@LVN) by loading LVN for treating anaplastic thyroid cancer. The NDDS were irradiated by the 
808 nm NIR-laser for 10 minutes; the temperatures of tumor cells increased to 55 °C. Tumor cells can be efficiently 
damaged when temperatures increase above 50 °C for several minutes. The NDDS had an excellent photothermal 
conversion rate of 30.7%, significant photothermal conversion stability, and reproducibility with rapid heating and 
cooling patterns. Additionally, PTT can effectively stimulate LVN release accumulating it at the tumor site. The 24- 
hour release rate of LVN was about 22%, but it increased to 34% after NIR-laser irradiation, with lower cytotoxicity than 
free LVN. The viability of C643 cells was 32% when the NDDS was administrated; however, they significantly 
decreased to 13% upon irradiation by NIR-laser for 10 min. In C643 tumor-bearing mice, the NDDS combined with 
PTT strongly inhibited tumor growth with a nearly complete suppression over 14 days, unlike the NDDS-alone group.

In using PTT treating deep tumors including HCC, Xu49 used the NIR-II zone as energy for irradiation. The 
multifunctional NDDS system includes PLGA as a nanocapsid, coated with LVN and copper sulfide nanocrystals (Cu2- 
xS NCs) which has excellent photothermal properties in the NIR-II. As the rate of hydrolysis of PLGA changes with 
temperature and pH;153 the release rate of LVN also changes corresponding. Approximately 88.7% of LVN was released 
within 72 hours from this platform when a laser and an acidic environment happened, which was nearly 1.5 times higher 
than that without laser irradiation (62.5%). Cu2+ was confirmed to catalyze H2O2 decomposition in vitro to generate 
oxygen and remarkably increase oxygen concentration in TME. Unlike free LVN, this nano-system could also sig-
nificantly reduce GSH level to 57.1%, which was confirmed to be closely related to MDR by promoting P-gp expression. 
The thermal imaging camera monitor showed that this NDDS has good photothermal stability with only small fluctua-
tions and could reach a temperature of 56.1°C in 10 min, with a photothermal conversion rate of 31.07%. With NIR-II 
laser irradiation, cell viability decreased from 82% to 29%. With a near-infrared laser, the NDDS group mice reached 
temperatures of 54.3 °C; however, the PBS control group only had a temperature of 5.3 °C. With 14-day treatment, the 
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average weight of tumors in the free LVN group and NDDS group were 0.65 g and 0.31 g, but the tumor in the NDDS 
plus laser group had a weight of only 0.02g. The NDDS plus laser groups showed a 30 times tumor reduction effect than 
free LVN; pathology found that nearly the entire tumor area was necrosis and the expression of P-gp decreased to 10.6%. 
The application of PTT significantly increased LVN-mediated tumor inhibition effects.

Combination of PDT and LVN
PDT uses reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated from photosensitizers by specific wavelength laser activation,154,155 

causing an apoptotic or necrotic response to tumors.156 The ROS can effectively kill tumor cells and PDT is a promising 
treatment intervention against cancer. Zong157 established a photosensitizer NDDS combined with LVN. Due to its 
efficient singlet oxygen yield (the most prominent ROS), the halogenated boron-dipyrromethene was used as photo-
sensitizer and LVN was added to achieve the synergy antitumor effects. To improve the stability, pluronic F127 which 
had a hydrophilic outer part and a hydrophobic inner part was used to encapsulate the above drugs. The acidic TME 
stimulated the core-shell structure to degrade and release halogenated boron-dipyrromethene and LVN. The boron- 
dipyrromethene had low toxicity in the dark; however, under laser irradiation, halogenated boron-dipyrromethene was 
strongly phototoxic by producing a significant amount of ROS in Hep3B/Huh7 cells. Upon laser irradiation 5 min, the 
NDDS made 50% of the Hep3B cells killed in vitro, which was 2.5 times higher than that without irradiation (20%). 
Meanwhile, the NDDS could upregulate apoptosis-related proteins and promote HCC cell apoptosis. Laser irradiation 
resulted in 47.8% of the Hep3B cell apoptosis, which was much more than those without irradiation (30.4%). The 
underlying synergistic mechanism confirmed that ROS enhanced the permeability of mitochondrial membranes; there-
fore, the Bcl-2 could be released into the cytoplasm, inducing tumor cell apoptosis. Wei54 identified another synergistic 
mechanism of LVN combined with PDT, ie, generated ROS can deplete intracellular GSH levels to downregulate P-gp 
expression and reverse LVN resistance. Herein, a photosensitive multifunctional conjugate ZnPc-C8-LVN system was 
carried out to realize PDT. Compared to free LVN, ZnPc-C8-LVN upon irradiation caused at least a 2-fold reduction of 
the GSH level and P-gp expression reduction in MCF7/ADR cells. ZnPc-C8-LVN system suggested a significantly 
improved antitumor activity against MCF7/ADR cells, with IC50 values of 47.32 uM, a 6.9-fold decrease compared with 
free LVN, indicating that ZnPc-C8-LVN system could reverse MDR in tumor cells. This NDDS could also improve cell 
apoptosis through the Bcl-2/caspase 3 pathway by decreasing GSH and monitoring the changes of NDDS in vivo in real- 
time using the fluorescence characteristics. Research on PDT and PTT combination has revealed excellent synergistic 
antitumor effects. Pan52 designed a liposome-based nano-system which was fabricated by simultaneously encapsulating 
IR 780 as a photosensitizer and photothermal agent, and LVN, together with banoxantrone (AQ4N) molecule as the 
hypoxia-activated prodrug. Under an 808 nm laser irradiating IR 780, abundant ROS were produced and the oxygen in 
tumor tissues was rapidly exhausted, resulting in worsen hypoxia. The hypoxia TME made non-toxic AQ4N convert to 
toxic AQ4, which had excellent anti-tumor toxicity.158,159 The photothermal conversion efficiency was as high as 52%. In 
mice bearing subcutaneous 4T1 tumors, the nano-system plus laser treatments showed incredible antitumor effects, which 
caused complete tumor elimination in the treatment endpoints; however, the free LVN group and nano-system alone 
group had tumor volumes of approximately 600mm3 and 300 mm3, respectively. Furthermore, fluorescence-based 
imaging derived from NDDS could be used to diagnose metastatic lymph nodes.

Combination Chemodynamic Therapy (CDT) and LVN
CDT is another novel cancer therapeutic strategy without invasiveness that has attracted tremendous attention due to its special 
advantages.160,161 The therapeutic principle is based on the fact that TME generally overproduces H2O2 (50–100 × 10–6 M). 
CDT agents can convert H2O2 into the hydroxyl radical at the tumor region, ie, the most harmful ROS by Fenton/Fenton-like 
reactions, causing c apoptotic cell death.162,163 Its benefits include high tumor-selective, reduced side effects, regulating the 
hypoxic and immunosuppressive TME as well as low cost.164 CDT has been used to combine with other treatments, including 
chemotherapy and PTT to achieve enhanced anticancer effects. Xu42 developed multimodal synergistic theragnostic nanoplat-
forms for LVN delivery, with hyperthermia/pH-enhanced Fenton-like catalytic activities and GSH/glucose depletion. In this 
system, copper sulfide (Cu2-xS) nanocrystals, gold nanoparticles, and LVN were simultaneously encapsulated into the NDDS. 
Gold nanoparticles had nano-enzyme effects to catalyze Cu2-xS for excellent Fenton-like effects. The system was 
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supplemented by galactosamine to provide biocompatibility and implement an active targeting effect. The synergistic action of 
Cu+ and gold improved the peroxidase effect to generate hydroxyl radicals, promote Cu2+ consumption of GSH and glucose, 
and catalyze H2O2 to produce oxygen, increasing oxygen by 2.26 mg/L compared to Cu2+ alone. By the NIR-II irradiation, the 
temperature can increase from 48 °C to 60 °C. The photothermal conversion efficiency was 39%. Cell viability of MHCC97H 
cell experiment found that the combination therapy with PTT and CDT showed a more excellent antitumor effect, with 
a survival rate of 9.3%, which decreases by 10%–20% compared to treatment alone. The NDDS plus 1064 nm laser had 
superior antitumor efficacy, confirmed by at least 1-fold reduction of tumor weight and typical histopathological damage. 
Generally, combined PTT and CDT therapy significantly improves the efficacy of LVN and enriches the NDDS-augmented 
multimodal synergistic HCC therapy modality.

Combination of Immunotherapy and LVN
The immune microenvironment in tumors is immunosuppression and could promote cancer evasion from 
immunosurveillance.119 The immunosuppressive TME primarily comprises immunosuppressive cells, soluble cytokines, 
and signaling cascades.165 The tumor-associated immunosuppressive cells, including myeloid-derived suppressor cells, 
regulatory T Cells, M2 tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) (tumor-promoting subtype), etc., mediate the development 
and deterioration of tumors and chemotherapy resistance. The immunosuppressive TME is common in tumor tissues with 
anti-angiogenesis treatment.123 For instance, HCC often develops drug resistance to LVN after an initial good therapeutic 
response and the immunosuppressive cells gradually infiltrate into the treated tumor site, including the TAMs.166 By 
secreting growth factors and inflammatory cytokines, TAMs could stimulate angiogenesis and suppress antitumor 
immunity, causing revascularization and tumor progression.167 Although TAMs have ability of tumor-promoting (M2 
phenotype), remodeling macrophage plasticity could switch M2 to a tumor suppression phenotype M1. The reprogram-
ming of suppressive immune and tumor-promoting TME provides a promising cancer therapy strategy. The TLR7/8 
agonist enables TLR7/8 activation and macrophage polarization toward M2-type TAMs. To promote the anti-vascular 
therapy efficiency of LVN, Liu45 constructed a supramolecular hydrogel NDDS co-assembled with LVN and TAMs- 
reprogramming polyTLR7/8a nano-regulators for liver cancer treatment. LVN played a role of destroying angiogenesis in 
tumors and reducing microvessel density; polyTLR7/8a nano-regulators repolarized pro-angiogenic M2 subtype into 
anti-angiogenic M1 subtype. The NDDS promoted 20.8% of M2-type macrophages to switch into the M1 phenotype, 
whereas that of the PBS group was 2.48%. After 7-day treatment in C57BL/6 mice, the CD31(+) vascular area in the 
combination group (polyTLR7/8a and LVN) was reduced by 1.19 times that in the LVN delivery system group. In 
C57BL/6 mice with 14 days of treatment, the combination treatment group reduced tumor burden by 22% and increased 
necrotic tumor by 39.8% than the LVN delivery system group. These findings suggest that LVN combined with TAMs 
reprogramming regulator can improve anti-angiogenic treatment effects for orthotopic HCC.

In another study51 focusing on metastatic triple-negative breast cancer, LVN and vadimezan (a stimulator of interferon 
genes agonist) were wrapped into synthetic high-density lipoprotein NDDS. As a result, LVN killed cancer cells and 
vadimezan stimulated local inflammation to promote dendritic cell maturation and M1 macrophage differentiation, synergis-
tically increasing the infiltration of total and active cytotoxic T lymphocytes in tumor by 33- and 13-fold, respectively. The 
antitumor efficacy of this NDDS was assessed on mice with orthotopic 4T1 tumors. After three doses of NDDS treatment, the 
weight of tumors reduced by 73.4%, the doses were 1.6 times more effective than LVN alone (slowed tumor weight by 
44.7%). This highlights the use of LVN combined with immunopotentiator as a promising treatment.

Reducing Toxicity
Studies have shown that NDDS not only improves the therapeutic effect of LVN but also decreases its associated toxicity. 
The excellent characteristic such as slow release, good targeting, controllable drug release, and reduction in the volume 
of distribution, LVN NDDS may possess relatively low drug toxicity.168,169 Most studies on NDDS-LVN have shown 
that LVN encapsulated in NDDS has similar hematology analysis results, liver and renal function compared with free 
LVN.38,41,46,52 Histopathological examination revealed no organ injury or inflammation in NDDS-LVN treated animals 
compared to free LVN. Interestingly, one study showed lower cytotoxicity of LVN in NDDS at equal concentrations.36 

Another study reported that the aspartate transaminase and lactate dehydrogenase value on day 14 in the LVN-NDDS 
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group were significantly lower than the free LVN oral group.44 The reason might be related with the different 
pharmacological characters. The serum LVN levels in the oral group peaked at 3 h after administration and disappeared 
at 24 h, while the LVN-NDDS group peaked at 24 h and then maintained a gradual downward trend. The decreased 
distribution volume and sustained release profile enhanced the therapeutic effect and decreased the toxicity in vivo. In 
addition, mild histological injury in the liver and heart was detected in the free LVN-treated mice, but not in the LVN- 
NDDS group. Further analysis revealed that disordered cardiomyocytes and broken muscle fibers were major patholo-
gical changes. In addition, irregular hepatic lobules structure also occurred, and some hepatocytes exhibited mild staining 
intensity and were slightly vacuolated.47 These findings suggest that LVN-NDDS can reduce LVN toxicity on hematol-
ogy and histology levels.

In terms of extra toxicity associated with NDDS, most studies found that LVN-NDDS had good biosafety profile and 
had negligible side effects compared with PBS.36,39,40,43,45–47,49–52,54 However, several studies reported that LVN-NDDS 
was primarily accumulated and distributed to the liver36,42,43 and spleen42 except for the tumor. Overall, these results 
demonstrate that LVN-NDDS can effectively kill cancer cells without causing significant toxicity.

Future Perspective
The antitumor effects of free LVN are limited owing to poor targeting ability, slow releasing, poor solubility and 
permeability.170 The LVN-NDDS given more chance for LVN treatment. Despite the superior advantage of LVN-NDDS, 
several limitations exist in the field of LVN-NDDS which need to be addressed in the future.

i) The therapeutic efficacy is not consistently uniform, as discussed in the review. Although active targeting seems to 
be an effective strategy for delivering drugs to tumor sites, the specific molecules highly expressed on tumor cell surface 
may not be exclusive to tumor cells.95,171,172 For example, the folate receptor is highly overexpressed in ovarian, lung 
and breast cancers, and is an excellent drug target. However, folate receptor is also expressed in normal tissues of the 
choroid plexus, thyroid, colon and bladder, which limits its targeting specificity.173 Moreover, single or double targeting 
molecules may not be recognized by all tumor cells because tumor heterogeneity leads to multiple subtypes.174,175 

Therefore, multiple targeting strategy with different types of molecules or homologous cancer cell membrane- 
camouflaged nanoparticles should be developed in future to improve the therapeutic targeting of the molecules.

ii) The health and safety implications of LVN-NDDS have not been clarified.176 Although many studies have proved 
the short-term biosafety of NDDS, their potential toxicity should not be ignored given the long-term and abundant 
accumulation of NDDS in the body. Following oral or intravenous administration, most NDDS are directed to specific 
target sites through EPR effects or active targeting. However, some NDDS may still be deposited in other organs via 
systemic blood circulation. This toxicity is mediated by the production of factors such as ROS, proinflammatory 
cytokines, oxidative stress, phagocytosis impairment, enhanced permeability of barriers, and fibrosis.177 ROS induced 
by NDDS has been shown to contribute to toxicity of various organs.178,179 Further, Corona effect casused by NDDS 
could not be ignored.

iii) More biodegradable nanomaterials should be developed to deliver LVN, such as Fe3O4 and PLGA. These 
materials can be metabolized in vivo, and the material itself can be used as a metabolic substance or treat related 
diseases.180

iv) The route between LVN and LVN-NDDS was different. The clinical outcome for oral or intravenous injection 
might bring different outcome in clinic. For LVN-NDDS, there is no corresponding clinic trial. The efficacy and adverse 
effect would gain more attention, especially when the administration route changed.

v) Future studies should construct LVN-NDDS combination therapy with local therapy, such as transcatheter arterial 
chemoembolization (TACE) and ablation. TACE and ablation have been demonstrated to be effective treatments for 
HCC, but usually leaving inadequate tumor necrosis. A randomized, controlled clinical showed that thermosensitive 
liposomal doxorubicin plus RFA resulted in better tumor necrosis and prolonged the survival of patients with large 
HCC.181 Another study combined targeted nanoparticle-delivery sorafenib system and TACE also suggested that TACE 
plus sorafenib NDDS exhibited better disease control rate. As a monotherapy drug, LVN has the best ORR and longest 
survival compared with other drugs in HCC.182 LVN-NDDS combined with local treatment are potential approaches for 
HCC treatment in future.
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Conclusion
Despite existing challenges, LVN-NDDS have shown promising potential as a tumor therapy regimen that overcomes 
MDR and enhance antitumor efficacy. Future research should aim to develop even more intelligent and multifunctional 
LVN-based NDDS for clinical application.
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